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STYLOMETRY ANALYSIS

VLADISLAV TIURIN
YANINA POLINA
Does Tacitus the real author of the «De origine et situ Germanorum» or it is medieval fake?
Tacitus
Cluster Analysis

Tacitus Historiae
Tacitus Agricolae
Tacitus Germania
PAULI DIACONI
IORDAN Getica
CAESARIS 2
CAESARIS 1
CICERONIS BRVTVS
CICERONIS 1.
CICERONIS 2
SENCAE QUAESTIONES
SENCAE EPISTULARUM
STEPHEN KING

DID HE REALLY WRITE ALL HIS BOOKS? OR BOOKS WERE WRITTEN BY A GROUP OF PEOPLE?
DARIA DONTSOVA

DID SHE REALLY WRITE ALL HER BOOKS?
FOR 15 YEARS, MORE THAN 180 BOOKS!
GHOSTWRITERS?
Did he write his thesis (dissertation) himself?
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!